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Bennett Bids IFC
To Face Problem

Tonight the IFC will vote on one of the most
crucial issues to face it since its inception. Once and
for all the willingness of Trinity's fraternities to recogBy BON SPENCER
nize limitations
within their rushing policies will be
a
DEC. 4_President Ian Bennett tonight urged the I.F.C. not to avoid the issue of Iradetermined.
. .
temity discrimination, asking individual houses to discuss the problem in order to take a
.
_
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n
u
m
b
e
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s
i
definite;stand.
In action not directly related to Bennett's comments. Q.E.D represent*
to any
Men m such--a- social] tive Peter Williams moved that a letter be sent to the Trustees of the College
organization should have the privilege
of choosing those policy statement on the matter.
people whom they find compatible to be. their brothers.
In extending his remarks, President Benett suggested the possibility of the Alumni
When a national organization imposes, through - dis- the Senate, or the student body bringing the question to a head. He said that perhaps all
criminatory clauses,' either written or unwritten, rules three of those groups could work together in the matter.

measure in view of I more monev be granted for governing" just whom, may be selected for membership
Bennett then requesed he tindividual houses to prepare a defense of their posi;
asked-Senator Lee, who spon-i
Senate resolution recom-Uhis function.
at the individual chapters^ this privilege
is
severly
tions
on the first Williams motion, made Nov. 6. The motion asked individuals fratersjred the motion, if he knew (mending that the group con-j "it seems incongruous " Mor- limited.
nities to publish their- rushing regulations on minority groups.
.
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." :
l ocern
. ! c e r n il t ss ee ]ki o n l y with areas
diatKHit an Israeli university
univerit ]\
are
di
gan
continued,
"that-a
rightIn the new move, Williams stated the I.F.C. has the responsibility to be a leadership
Arbitrary Rules
T
- caled 0.1 a mountain top m ; r e c t i i ' concerning the college. eous cause should be eo'nnectbody on the rushing policy question. "We must come to grips with the issue," he said.
For
a
national
organization,
far
from
the
condiJordan and cut off from civil- j"We have a moral obligation ed with a possible horror
Bennett then requested the
;
feation by Arab troops. Mr. j t o su PPort this higher educa- j show." Senator Ronald Spen- tions at the individual house, to maintain clauses .which
individual houses to prepare a
tional
in
effect
say
just
whom
members
can
be
compatible
JBemaid Barber told the S
Sen-i
principle," Senator Spen- cer took Morgan's recommpndefense of their positions on
retaliated, "and no puny dation one step further and with is absurd and a travesty of the original fraternity
- ate about this Hebrew Univer-the first Williams motion,
re5
liu
°lution should deter moved that the Senate resolve spirit. Those men who banded together because of
Jttty of Jerusalem, reputed to- !f
made Nov. 6. The motion
us
that
no
beer
be
served
at
the
-^Kbe the finest medical center i '
common interests and friendship to form the first
asked individuals fraternities
Pre
IN
THAT
THE
IFC
is
the
official
spokesman
Arthur
McNulty
fn tthe East,
E , whose
h s e 750,000 volvoi \i
y finale.
jSjn
sident
to publish their rushing regufraternities would indeed be shocked by the arbitrary
S
ame library and advanced ! r u l e d t l l a t Spencer's
motion
Senator Donald Taylor ques- rules that today prevent people from- so grouping to- for the Trinity College fraternity system, it is here- lations on minority groups
w a s i n or
tJBOetUcal equipment remain un- i
.
«ier, but further dis- tioned the "heavy handedness"
-...-.••••;•
- . ,..-.
'.•• by- moved that the IFC enact the following':
In the new move, Williams
pensed because of the current: c u s s " ) n an£ * voting was tabled of such a resolution, but the gether.
The IFC will send to the Board of Trustees at , stated the I.F.C. has the reto e n a b l e
The motion before the IFC to ask the Trustees to
f Jsiael-Jordan political situa-!
the group to study Senate approved it by a 20 to
make a statement concerning discrimination would be its next meeting a letter requesting the Board to i sponsibility 'to be a leadership
n Uon.
I t n e situation more thoroughly. 5 vote.
on the rushing policy
the first step in assuring* complete fraternity auto- make a definite and forthright statement concern- \| body
The coiiege was surrounded j
ing the "practice of credal, ethnic, and minority question. "We must come to
nomy.
Such
a
statement
will
provide
the
IFC
and
lay tile Arabs in 1948, Barber j
grips with the issue," he said.
the individual houses with the -power necessary to as- group discrimination by fraternities at Trinity Col"reported, and since May 1949,:
The letter, if passed in its
sert this autonomy. Since the national organizations lege.
iias been occupied by only a.
original form, will place the
.andful oi Israeli students and
I. F. C. on record as opposing
have recently been most lenient in allowing idividual
The letter shall read as follows:
discriminatory clauses and will
teachers. Bi-monthly food and;
members faced with powerful official-anti-discrimina- To the Board of Trustees:
ask the Trustees to make a
f,*upply shipments are made to •
L By TOM HENKY,
tion directives to make exceptions to national clauses, Dear sirs:
statement concerning • t h e i r
the group, but none of the!
it
is
unlikely
than
any
house
at
Trinity
would
be
harmDiscrimination in membership along credal, position on the issue. (The
DEC. 7—.Visiting Classics home, the poetry of Homer,
jfewmersity ^ books or equip- [ P r o f e s s o r J o h n L u c e tonight and the perionalitv and teach- ed by a Trustee ruling-. National organizations, often
ethnic, and minority group lines is practiced by complete text of the letter is
Iment
is allowed to p a s s |told
i
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P nr e a at
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i |ningn fofS Socrates. The
Q
dependent upon voluminousness of membership for ii- fraternities affiliated with Trinty College
audience
religious
published elsewhere on page
| g
g
I through the Arab blockade.
l Moore
M
jj rituals which Plato experi- nancial support and for-prestige; rarely would expel a
Greek
Lecture
1.)
.
.Trinity
College
fras
taken
no
formal
action
to
Senator Roger Kelson com- tthat
enced while young were not chapter that is compelled by college authorities to
hat
PP II aa tt 00
aa ll tt hh oo uu gg hh
aa ss ee ll ff .
eliminate
this
practice
by
fraternities.
Trinity
ColAl Rudnick, representative
ed that the present p o l i t - j a v o w e d p a g a n w a s n o t w i t h . forgotten as he advanced in break national policies.
lege occupies a unique and undesirable position in from Alpha Chi Rho, followed
situation should not in-; o u t a personal religion,
age.
fluence consideration of this j _
..
Reflects Upon The College
that it has refused to eliminate this discrimination. Williams' motion referring
Homer at his best liad a
educational issue.
'
! Speaking on "Plato's Reto the earlier proposal
The
proposal
under
consideration
tonight
merits
great influence on Plato, a
Thus, Trinity is behind other colleges such as Am- i back
to publish rushing regulations.
The Senate agreed and pass-! ?ious Experience," Professor condition approaching religious the careful attention of every fraternity on campus,
herst, Wesleyan, and Williams with which the Colexplained that religion
Lee's motion by a large I.
reverence. Socrates, said Pro- no matter if they have discriminatory clauses or not. lege has traditionally compared and identified it- j He said that such publication
is
often
used
to
represent
a
would leave individual houses
margin.
j concept which is considered fessor Luce, represented a man The very presence of discrimination on- Vernon Street self.
open to. hypocritical statei divine. Plato strived for the of Homeric dimensions, "a reflects upon each individual house, even though many
ments.
Action
by
colleges
to
remove
discrimination
in
I permanent which he recog- speaker of words and a door may be free from the.restrictive clauses. . . •
Rudnick then alleged that
fraternities has taken place with increasing fre; nized as divine. This aspect of deeds."
In addition, discrimination in the fraternity sys- quency in recent years- The national character of I the entire issue was a Q.E.D.
,_, . , , ,
,
, .
-,:Of his thoughts then, would
tem, an integral part of the campus, reflects upon the this movement is revealed by the geographical dis- (affair. He said that the local
Boooy Kaye s orchestra and a c t u a l l v b e c a l l e d a r e I i g i o u s
j fraternity could not force its
surrounded Plato. It was im- College as a whole.. Religious and racial bigotry in any tribution of colleges taking such measures- Within ideas on the other chapters.
. Singer Connie Vignone will experience
aspect
of
the
college
community
concerns
everyone
. possible for him not to feel
higii-light the 1961 Military "
„ " T
^
Delta. Phi's representative,
recent weeks, the University of Wisconsin, the
(Continued on Page J)
... .
Ball on Dec. 15 in the Wash-i s,hPo w^ e st sh oe r Luce went on - ; ( C o n t i n l ] e i i o n P a g e 3 )
Dick TuUie, presented the
University
of
Washington,
Lake
Forest
College,
and
. *u,ton-Room; 9 p . m . - 1 a . m . ihehefs
srovtb. of Plato's (^ ontmued o n ^ a g e d)
of a Roman Catholic
a n d h o w the v
Northwestern University have all seen steps taken Ijcomments
The dance is open to the entire I
priest who criticized the furor
by their Boards of Trustees to eliminate such dis- over fraternity discrimination.
College <
strong convictions.
The big moment of the forType Of Man
crimination.
Rudnick then p r o p o s e d
jnal affair, presented by the I One of the first steps taken
In many cases of which Trinity is an example, changing Williams' letter to
• AFItOTC, will be the crowning ' by Professor Luce was to at
pressure from the national organization has direct- present both sides of the
- of a queen chosen from among I tempt to describe the type of
ly
hindered the effo'rts of local chapters to abandon issue. The motion Was passed
the dates of the Cadets.
! man Plato was. This, he said,
to 1, with Q.E.D. opposed.
discriminatory
practices in membership. Formal 10
In addition to students, I was difficult on descriptions
The letter will be further disEconomics
Instructor
Ward
S.
Dean
O.
W.
Lacy
also
restatements
of
policy
by
the
Trustees
and
AdminBY
KEITH
WATSON
various
military
personnel I of the philosopher vary from
cussed and voted on at Dec.
from the area will be attending j one account to another, With DEC. 7, 1941—The attack on Curran. He was toying with members the day well. He was istrations have been successful in overcoming this 11 meeting.
. the annual dance. Invitations j regard to religion, however, Pearl Harbor—"a day that will his electric train set when the in a Washington D. C, business national fraternity pressure- Statements such as
Bennet Surprised
news came, having just com- school, finishing: an accounting this from Williams and Bowdoin recently allowed
have also been extended to I Professor Luces tated that live in infamy."
In other business, the cup
pleted
a
difficult
coal-loading
sheet
and
listening;
to
the
New
What
were
the
members
of
-such public figures as Conn. I Plato must be considered "a
fraternities to break from national discriminatorj' issue was discussed.. Bennett
<Jov, John Dempsev.
'Greek, not a Christian and a the faculty and administration maneuver. To do justice to the York Philharmonic on. the rastated his surprise in the furor
doing when news of the attack E c o n o m i c s Department, it dio. The prograin was inter- organizations. A national fraternity may ignore the which the award had caused.
Tickets are five" dollars a! professor, not a saint."
Couple and include free serDuring Plato's early life, first came? How did these must be admitted that Dr. Cur- rupted w i t h a. bulletin and wishes of a local chapter; it cannot ignore the stated The Tripod editorial criticizing
ran was six years old at the
policv of the collegethe cup was mentioned and the
-ups. They are available from there were several circum- great 'Americans react? What time. And yet his Inquisitive Lacy was so startled that his
red-ink pen slipped and ruined
Discrimination along ethnic, credal, and minor- Alpha Chi Rho representative
t r s t e r n i t y representatives, j stances which had' a direct- momentous thoughts r u s h e d
mind
was
even
then
well-dethe assignment.
ity group lines is out of step with the times- Dis- accused the editorial staff of
ftoembers of the R.OTC Corps, effect on his later life and through the minds of these
veloped, for he asked his fa!*n<i from Cadet Captains Doug work. Tiiese, said Professor gallant, intellectual giants.
crimination on these lines violates the canons of the being ^Q.E.D. controlled. (The
In
stark
contrast
to
t
h
e
s
e
ther about the attack.
editorial board is comprised of
Spencer and Al Zakarian. - I Luce, were religion in the Let us take for. Example
vivid recollections. Registrar rationality of man and is an affront to the innate
two members of Psi U, one
Thomas Smith has no idea human dignity of all men.
jof PKA, and two of Q.E.D.) ,
where he was or what he was
The Interfraternity Council for the above reaOr Dead?
Bennett also discussed the
doing. Informed that the Dean
recent controversy over "Hell
was listening to the Philhar- sons hereby request that the Board of Trustees of
Trinity College make a definite, forthright, and Week" and other1 pre-initiation
monic, Smith said that he was
not a member of the "cultured
positive statement to the effect that such discrimi- and initiation practices. He said
i crowd", and so at" 1 e a s 11 natory practices are undesirable and contrary to the the I.F.C. has no power to
' couldn't have been doing just
] curb house traditions, but
By JERRY L1EBOWITZ
expressed policy and principles of the college.
that when the news came.
urged individual houses to exDEC. 8—"The Redcoats are back again!"
,
Signed, THE INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL ercise discretion in future
With this warning, Mr. Leon.Brittan began the debate
Sailing In Oklahoma
pledge activities. The presi.
OF TRINITY COLLEGE
"Resolved: That this, house feels it is better to be red
I (Continued on Page 3)
Mr. George Nichols of me
than dead" between Trinity and Trinity College of CamI D r a m a department was in
bridge, England, this evening in the chemistry auditorium.
| Hartford when the f a te f u 1
Mr. Brittan, speaking for himself and his colleague,
word first arrived. His reason
Mr. David Saundcrs, explained, "We are not as subversive
for b e i n g here, the Tripod
as we may seem. . . . Nor is our stand a recommendation
must expose, was to avoid the
lor action'or urgent political practice. . . . It is not a pracdraft by working for Pratt and
tical political choice, and fortunately, we don't have to
Whitney. On the infamous
make it. . . .We believe Western policy will succeed and
day, Nichols was rehearsing a
the deterrant will deier."
.
. play, the comedy "Animal
He stated that he wished to debate in "hypothetical
Kingdom". A back-stage radio
moral tones" that if faced with the "awful, destructive
c a r r i e d the news mid-way ]
death" of nuclear war or Communist domination, choosing
through the rehearsal. The
Jester recruitment should be nour production will be rela- as a lechtre hall for extrathe latter, no matter how repulsive, is "the only morally
east continued t h e i r work
but
—
h easier in coming years tively stationary. An elevator campus speakers. It will have
tenable process."
through
when
the new Tine Arts Build- lift pit in front of the stage a loft with a grid and steel
Death would be no true sacrifice m this ease, Mr.
.Nichols recalls that tha play
ing
facilities
replace those of can be used by an audience, beams with pulleys attached to
suddenly
seemed
very
insignifBrittan explained. The "true sacrifice" would be to subthe debate. He cited the incidents of the Sovfet ban on
the
not-too-inviting
Alumni orchestra, or as an extention iiaul scenery up after it has
icant. ( E d i t o r ' * "etc; his
Slit to communist domination in the hope that "the
of the stage. This will im- been used.
Boris Pasternak's Dr. ZMvago and the "criticism" m
machinations notwith-standing,
process whereby liberal values grow" would result in a
Featuring a stage with an j Prove Elizabethan plays by
Red China being allowed, given,. and then ignored as an
Nichols
shortly
received
his
Light controls will be from
I tree, tolerant life tor future generations. He cited the
indication of the total domination of the individual that
greetings from the d r a f t elevator-operated orchestra pit bringing the action in cioser projection room overhanging
" j-ecer.t printing in Pr.ivda of Khrushchev's interview with
• • back
- - • few
characterizes totalitarianism.
complete with trap door and to tha audience and in front the
rows of the audiboard:)
President Kennedy as indicative of the Soviet Union's
torium.
He said he would rather be dead than see humanity
air conditioning:, and including of the frame of the stage.
r:
of
psychology
The
locale
"dynamic developing it into a more liberal government. "reduced to a kind of human species" whose only goal
Rehearsal Room, Too
Professor Austin Herschberger a multi-purpose auditorium, re- The other movable features
^ There's no use denyum it hasn't changed much, he added.
is fo keep the species alive. Kapouch stated that people
hearsal room, dressing room, are the yide stages which ex- In addition to the audion
December
7
was
indeed
un"It is not a pleasart place to live in,"
in the past have died for such principles,, and that the one
ique. He was on a sail boat and . greatly increased storage tend from the main stage. torium, a smaller room has
No Ko*,idual Legatees
out of every seven people who left East Germany has
in S u.f .p-h u r, Oklahoma. No,, area,. the new building has al- These can open with levers to been designed for rehearsals
But we must Haerilice our freedom for others to
risked death for such principles. "The freedom of the
dear readers. Dr. Herschberg- ready created much excitement give more acting room further and as a studio theater.
li\e and enjov the profits reaped by our sacrifices, rather
Equipped with movable seats,
individual IS worth dying for."
er has a fine sense, of direction in the Fine Arts Department. into the audience.
than run h e a t o into a nuclear war ihat v«U leave no
The two sides then each presented an eight minute
and was not.lost' (Ed. note:. "It's as satisfactory as it
Baekstng-e Maneuveringj stage lighting, and sound inresidual legatees/' concluded Mr. Brittan. We must be
rebuttal. Mr. Berger summed up the case of the negative,
That there are'large lakes in could be," said Jester advisor The stage itself is 30 feet s u l a t l ° " - if will be used for
& p r a a i e d not io die ior democracy, but to live for-it _
explaining that they would rather risk a nuclear -war ,for
Oklahoma comes as a revela- Assistant Prof. George . E. deep with a maximum width Jester arena type presentations
"
Mr. Saund.jrs.in his ten minute constructive speech,
tion to. this ungeographic re- Nichols as he praised the pro- of 36 feet. The stage area and possibly for one-act plays.
a reason
even" if collective death is the result. "We
added that "we are e s p t a w two possibihties-neither atporter who still fears an In- posals of theater consultant width is .60 feet which will give Plans for the ground floor
should not fear death if we have principles to die for."
f tractive, but one more desirable." The result is no hat
dian threat west of the Hud- George Eizenour. Eizenour, a a much greater freedom of j below the auditorium call for
Mr Saunders closed the case for the affirmative .by
I Communism is good, but that "nuclear war is unthinkson.) When the boat returned professor at Yale University, movement than what Jesters!a men's and women's dressing
reasserting his belief that "one of the Western values is
to shore at dusk, the, sailors is currently a consultant at 30 have -been accustomed to. room, a stage crew locker
if able in terms of morality."
T,,.iv,;n.
the values of eivilzation itself? and that for the first time
were informed that not only theaters around the world.
I
Taking up the negative side of the issue for Tri rtjWith this large area extend- Paom, scenery storage areas,
man is faced with the horrifying possibility of not "just
was . their main sheet dragf Thorns R. Beiger, argued that he would b e m o r e w img
'Wild1 Stage
ing from the visible stage, a property storage room, a cosa war" of individual deaths, but world suicide. Let the
ging, but Pearl Harbor had His best known and most Jesters will be able to move tume storage room, a costume
£ to die tor th* causa of freedom than go on living without
individual choose to die. but don't let him take the rest,
been attacked, as well. " :
f S He explame 1 t * t Communism really has not changed
wagon-stages work room, and a trap room
of the world with -him. He rested Ws case on the argument
revolutionary work, described scenery with
that if Western values are truly "right and natural, they
by Prof. Nichols as "wild," built on rollers. This will fa- from which all sorts of sinisStill
in
the
.
psychology
deiTuf'-Jd ^'a«. •* "^.aHtarian -overnment should not be
would eventually be incorporated into the Soviet way of
partment,. Dr.. Curtis Lang- is the Loeb Center Theater at cilitate between-scenes activity. ter characters can make their
UH»"I» «>I:H..:V to rule liis world, because under
appearance on stage.
life, and the Soviet Union would die."
horne
found the entire affair Harvard. This one, financed by The auditorium itself will be With an eye toward warmera g.Aei-n iei/, freedoms arc taken away, not gained
multi-purpose with a seating
the
extremely
well-endowed
A. unanimous decision of the judges—Dr. Neaverson
" u n b e l i e v a b l e : ' . His firstCiting tl«e •ir'._-.o;i.3 angle." .Mr. Berger explained that
capacity of 400 but reducible weather productions, P r o f .
of Trinity's government department, Dr. Dadounan, a
thoughts when he heard the University features movable to 225. It is being designed as Nichols concluded by remind-;
a caxe, iie "life after death may be more worth
stage and moving sections of
pi of essor* emeritus of Trinity's philosophy department, and
radio
interpretation
were
to
a theater for stage and musical ing of the air conditioning unit
than t V hie we are Hvinp:.- And. he added, "being
Air Egan a Hartford attorney—declared in favor of
the Orsen Wells "Man from the. audience.
presentations and films, and for the second time.
elea* in the UKI place might be a gaod tiling"
•Trinity'*
more
modest
Trinity College of Cambridge and their argument for the
(Continued ©* Tag* t):
fre«'doai Worth Dying For
affirmative. _
.
Hit
W. Kapouch, concluded the constructive part ol
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First Step
(Continued, from Page 1)

that has a connection with Trinity— fraternity men
and independents, freshmen and alumni, administration
and faculty, Trustees arid friends of the College.

MARION'S

letters To The Editor

ernities, are exclusive societies. and opinions. We accept recent
Selective membership has al- criticism for what it is worth.
n
A REAL. DELIGHT I
ways been the practice of frat- But few people can appreciate
Tradition of Equality
ernities.
Everyone
must
unthese problems as well as the
The letter, if sent, will enable the Trustees to re."'DELICATESSEN T^gA
dei-stand this fact, for the Interfraternity Council which
affirm the image of a college which historically has
whole value of these societies which is most concerned and
jusf over the rocfcs
derstand that such change is is based on close, compatible
not believed in inequality. From its founding, when To the Editor:
The Interfraternity Council the, only way to grow and bet- brotherhood. The-very limit of affected by legislation.
243 ZION STREET
M
Trinity was established to break the dominance of Con-as the official representative ter the situation.
Sticard Tuttle
a fraternity's dining facilities
Mon--Thurs9-11
—
Weekends
9-12:30
gregationalism over Connecticut's higher education, the and spokesman of the fraternTrial Court
forces a selection process. If For The Interfraternity Council
ty
system
has
become
disCollege has maintained complete equality in its selec- turbed by recent issues of the Fraternities have- .their "own there are twenty people and
tion of students and faculty. In making such selections, Tripod. As a representative problems which cannot be ap-only ten can be- accomodated,
preciated fully by any repre- s o m e form of elimination
it has never considered anything but the inherent group, the Council's opinions sentative group on campus ex- must, be adopted. Most people
the majority opinion. cept an interfraternity council. are quick to call this eliminquality of the man, reflect
This letter cannot attempt to Trinity's Interfraternity Coun- ation system "discrimination."
In acting on the proposed letter, the IFC must oice each of eleven different, cil is an independent organizafeel that in the fraternity's
keep in mind that Trinity's image as a college in the ften contradicting opinions. tion formed to direct and gov-We
case
this "discrimination" is
fine liberal arts tradition will suffer if discrimination However, we firmly stand be- ern the campus fraternity closely akin to selection, rather
hind
certain
policies
and
acsystem. To accomplish this than to suppression of minoris continued to be tolerated. Already several other coltask, the Council has its ownity groups. A fraternity, by. delege newspapers have carried stories on discrimina- tions.
Perhaps the most disturbing budget, activities, and trial finition, is an organization of
tion here. Conceivably- the public press may soon be- feature
of the Tripod is; its
However, instead of innately homologous people.
come aware of the situation. The IFC should remember Eailure to report accurately. court.
using our trial court as a Until individuals can cancel
that Trinity must be able to.walk proudly before its We can appreciate the differ- structure to mete out punish- personal discrimination, a fratacademic peers and before the public. The College can- nt writers' opinions, but ment, we often prefer to settle ernity must use s e l e c t i v e
not do this when it assumes a reactionary pose — avhea personal bias perverts interfraternity disputes by elimination to o b t a i n new
act, the readers are deceived. arbitration. This method has members.
pose inimical to the best interests of- the institution Two
weeks ago in a casual proved effective and should
and to its historical principles.
onversation, Ian B e n n e t t continue to be so in the future.
Basically the preceding paraested, "I am no lover of the As an independent organization graphs express the InterfratFraternities Take Iniative
enate." Last Monday this and one whose interests are ernity Council's views concernIn the best interests of Trinity it is essential that was'printed in the Tripod as a not wholly understood by anying recently discussed topics.
the fraternities, acting through the IFC, take the tatement that has been care- other group on Campus, we do We understand that there is
initiative so that discriminatory clauses will eventual- ully conceived to represent a not believe that making the opinion directly contradictory
opinion of the Inter- Senate into a court of higher to ours. We recognize this
ly meet the fate they so well deserve. If they do notmajor
raternity Council. The Council appeal would be desirable or opinion and will w e i g h it
a"ct soon, the initiative may no longer rest with them. heartily
respects and admires
. for either the Senate. carefully. Our ultimate deThe Administration or Trustees would very probably the work being done by the correct
or the Interfraternity Coun- cisions will be formed as obact independently of the fraternities if the College's Senats.
cil.
jectively as posible taking into
prestige in public and academic circles is made to sufWe feel that by nature frat- consideration all existing facts
Slanted Conception
fer. In such a case the fraternity system might be In another . article, several
faced with harsh and arbitrary regulations entirely national
fraternities, two of
beyond its control.
which are represented on this
The issue has been set. What the IFC has done in campus, were accused of havthe past may be placed in the background. Tonight the ing discriminatory statements
organization has the chance to act on a vital issue. We n their constitutions. This
dea was accepted by the
shall be interested to see who can remain unconcerned. Tripod
as true simply because
student at Brown had said
.. Daniel D, Cotta
so. At least one of the Trinity,
fraternities has no such stateWilliam F. Niks
ment in its constitution. There
Stephen L- Perreualt
.SA
have been other questionable
statements in the Tripod.
PRECISION OF TECHNIQUE, clarity of theme against
J. Ronald Spencer
Whether this is poor reporting accompaniment antf untiring energy characterized Maria
or petty sensationalism, we do Luisa Faini's entire performance, Tuesday evening in Wash21 GREAT TOBACCOS MAKE 20 WONDERFUL SMOKES!
Myron Rosenthal
not know. We feel that the pic-ington Room, A well known artist, recitalist, and teacher,
GET
WITH THE GRAND PRIX . . . ENTER TODAY, ENTER INCESSANTLY!
ture created in recent Tripods, the Italian pianist came to the United States in 1949 and has
has given a slanted, unfortu- been prominent in the musical life of Hartford and. New Engnate conception of Trinity's land, for the past ten years. •
•.
fraternity system. •
Handicapped by a musically dead stage and a rather
The well conceived editorial muddy piano, Miss Fs<mi maintained interest by constantly
attacking the new Interfra- and attractively varying her interpretation, especially in the
ternity Council cup reflected almost redundant Beethoven Sonata. "Toccata and Fugue in
positive steps. The all-inclusive the hazy opinion of a ; writer D Minor" was neither Bach nor piano music—a novelty; perTo the Editor:
It appears, Irom the events fraternity cup makes a splend- whose real interest lay much haps, but lacking the grandeur and fullness intended by the
of the past lew weeks, that id -present to those children beyond the cup itself. To be composer.
the I.F.C. is still floundering in who so need to. impress others sure, the cartoon clearly inthe woods for some principle in the trivia of campus life. dicated the writer's superficial Pianist Fiasti
on which to base its existence. All is not lost, however. intent. We are not unable to
The IFC, in a splendid dis- There is a rhotion pending be- appreciate this writer's atplay oi footwork, managed to fore the IFC to write a letter titude, but we feel that if only
dodge all sense'of responsibili- to ths Trustees, asking their one fraternity is provoked by
ty in the fire truck trial, and opinion on discriminatory po- this award to better itself, the
complete the picture by blam- licies on Vernon Street. While cup justifies itself. Contrary
ing Vernon Street itself for the regretting that the Council to the implications of the arrejection of the Q.E.D. clause- could not make up its mind ticle, we are quite ready to
without aid, it is to be hoped mature if "mature" means to
publication proposal.
The rejection of the McNul- that the proposal will pass. change for the better. We unty proposal to grant the Sen-Something, somewhere, must
ate appellate jurisdiction over be able to spark intelligent actrial decisions comes as no tion from this ."Ineffectual
surprise—it I were a member Fraternity Council."
of the IFC, i would hesitate to It is time for those who are
have such verdicts subject to leaders on. this campus or who
review. Logic is not one of the maintain that they are suchThe College has established
ingredients in their reasoning, to assert themselves and to two scholarships for Pittsburgh
as is evident from some recent stop following. The latter is not area students. They will be
their job.
quotations in the Tripod.
awarded in alternate years beAnd in regard to an item) Many of us await with hope, ginning this fall to eligible inwe coming freshmen.
iwhich certainly falls within but little expectation that
5
their jurisdiction — that of will see it fulfilled, the' IFC's'
The scholarships are in mem"Hell Week Outrages" — thedecision Monday night.
ory
of Joseph Buffington '75,
silence from the Mather Hall
Thomas M. Keliy
Phi
Beta.
Kappa and later CirCommittee Room is deafening.
cuit Court Judge; Hill BurgBut no comment at all is pro*wiri '06, attorney, and his brobably as meaningful as anyther George Burgwin '14, bank
thing the IFC would have to
executive, nephews of August
say.
Burgwin '82 who wrote "Neat'n
Now, it must be admitted
the Elms."
that the IFC has taken some
The Washington B.C. area
The Wo6drow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation scholarship ihas been, named in
has appointed Dr. Richard honor of George M. Ferris '16,
THE GROUP OF COPLAND Bartnk and Casella brcu
Scheuch, ; associate professor a life trustee of the College and an en}oyable change of pace m both viiiojiess and imagery.
senior
partner
in
Ferris
&
Co.
The Chapel Choir will pre- of economics, to membership He was formerly head of the Especially delightful and amusing, to the artist as well as
present a "Service of Lessons in its regional selection com- New York Stock Exchange. the audience, we.-e Bartok't, "From the Diary of a Fly" and
mittee.
"Roumanian Dance.'' In the Casella, although marked unand Carols" 5 p.m. Sunday,
The scholarship will he award pasuif-s lipped through the audience, Miss Faini created -a
Adapted from a service of As a committee member, Dr. ed this fall.
most imaginative picture of the Oriental, countenng a quasiancient origin, it will consist Scheuch will read dossiers of
of Scripture Lessons telling the candidates from Connecticut, • The College has received peaepfuiness with exciting turbulence anc. exotic dignity
Thp Bi-ahmt. wdb w<M-m and melodic, presented wit'i defiAngels and the Shepheards to Rhode Island, New York City, grants from the General Cigar
the Manger. Eeach lesson will Long Island, and Westch.es.ter. Company and Connecticut Gen- nitely appropriate grace. Miss Fami demonstrated once again
eral
Life
Insurance
Company.
a mastery ot lelaxed arm-and-wnst technique and maivelaus
be followed by group of carols. The foundation offers 1000
Connecticut General donated endurance in her pffformance of Schumann's "Symphonic
The Carols will be sung, by fellowships each year fOP gradCantores Sancti, which includes uate work leading to careers $2,612 to the College in'-* pro- Etudes." Untiring- and dramatic in each, she fought the bat
boys from St. John's Choir, in college teaching. Promising gram of direct amd matching tie "to get bigness from the piano and completed the some.
what tiresome task with admirably sustained intensity and
West Hartford. President Ja- candidates are first inter- grants.
cobs, Chaplain Thomas, - Pro- viewed by the regional comThe Genera} Cigar Company vivacity. Several encores, a bouquet of roses, and a standfessor Dando, and Alumni Sec- mittee. Then the National gave the College an unrestrictT ing ovation verified the appreciation of the enthusiastic audience for si truly superb concert,
...
-. .••
retary Mason '34 will read the Committee acts pn their recom- ed gift'of .$3000. ' ,
SIHS BF B E O S ' . AMHEifSER-BUSCK,iNC. . ST. LOWS . KEWARK . LBS AMEUS . TUVA
tnenclatiaos,
lessons.
.-..
>-Richard BeMone
Trinity
-:- . . •
. -r '.'
:;

Turtle- Answers For IFC;
Hits Tripod Inaccuracies

SIC FLICS

THE
ARTS
COUNCIL

"Every fraternity needs
some kind of .mascot..."

L

Letters To The Editor
k time to Lead

T H E GROUP. Next time you're with
your crowd!-, .-notice how many of them
are enjoying a Bud®. Just between
where there's life . . . there's fi

New Grants
Set for Fall

Scheuch-

Appointed •

Chapel Ghoir
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No Beer, but Surprise

luce

a • •
(Continued from Page 1)

Mermen Set

the. tug of the contradictory
BY JACK O'NEIL
Sophomore Bill Koretz had]
concepts dealing with religion. DEC. 9,—The varsity mer- a hand In each of the records
housed in ticipated so far in the fund
During his middle period and men scored a decisive victory as he, D a v e Raymond, Ian
-.. —• > a j , !
--•
..v-j. i i a i j . t^ara
room
room
drive, . , •
• '
ab
following a journey to South- today as they walked off with Smith, and John B u r t o n
° u t the Tradi-i w i t f t h 0 l l r s from 1 pm t o
3 30
Cllents a r e
Contrary
to
rumor.
Mason
ern Italy and Sicily, Plato un- their second consectutive win smashed the 1959 400-yard
l»md Campus chest finale in-' " "
request to
said, "The list, or the present derwent a conversion.
of the season, defeated Coast medley relay mark of 4:17.1
"—"
Finale ehairmar I a n i r w a p P ° i n t m e n t sheet on the
contributors will not b# pub"uard for the first time in and set a new Trowbridge MeBennett
The
outlined p l a n !
But this change of outlook six y e a r s by a 56-39 count, morial Pool record and college
since lished because of the embarlor the Chest
was not a strict religious one, broke two eollege records and mark of 4:10,5. Koretz then
wrap
but "licensed"
,.
' " " ^ " i 1 uu[
"—'"•-"
"droer shops are rassment to those who have
went on to set a record 1:01,1
c
l
o
s
s
i
i
but
rather a self-induced self- set one pool record.
something TT
« Mondays
the c t o not contributed thus far."
hulled that there 1is "something
°«
Monday's "the
clocking for the 100 yard butspecial brewing
W
i
U
a
f
f
o
r
d
"For those students who live realization which came about
whie'i
he<
AFROTC
terfly.
specialnotbrewing"
hi
?V
V W i Ua f f o r d AFR
c a?
could
disclose
"
, d e t s a n opportunity to avoid off-campus," Mason added, largely through his own work.
After the Trinmen's ^record
"who have not been contacted
Professor Luce proceeded to
win at the start, they copped
r
s
h
l C I l a r i t y a t and wish to donate, the Cama second in the 220 yard freeinvestigate this conversion in
in the
pus Chest mail box.is 1364."
style event, and then followed
detail and associated with it
announced
Sunspecially constructed stage .».
Meanwhile canvassers conw i t h a series of wins, Ed
about 52000 had al-tinue to cover the campus for four questions: Did the conjut^iu feet nto the audience.
Goodman and John B u r t o n
version
have
any
direct
referbeen collected, but funds. The command post is
rise finale will feature
placed one and two, respectiveence
in
Plato's
writing?
Did
it
that this total was in Jarvis 35 where canvassers
limited cake sale, i
ly, in the 50 yard freestyle
M y below what he" had and Chest leaders will process come about gradually or sudFreshman cake, a
swim, and after the Bantams
denly?
Was
it
a
religious
exfer_ at tiiis time. About
donations Monday and Tueswere outseored in the diving
The Fall-Outs, a twist conperience?
What
were
the
dihas par- day.
and 200 yard individual medtest, awarding- of prizes and
rect results of this converley contests, Koretz followed
toe still secret surprise.
sion?
with his record-breaking time.
"It is a choice of either free
Burton and Goodman again
Gradual
Conversion
beer," Bennett said, "or the
hit the winners circle as they
Concerning his- second quessurprise package. I think that
placed one and three in the
tion, Professor Luce .-stated
I know Trinity students' well
100 yard freestyle event.
that
no
conversion
can
actually
enou '
Five Straight Firsts
be labeled as sudden, since the
what \v
ro
we
have
in
store
for
them
•
•
°
P
sram
leading
Hotchkiss
School,
Lakeville,
Dave Raymond and Tom
more than free beer '
to Master of-: Arts in Latin Conn.,' will direct the program. thoughts and feelings which
Shortell kept the streak going
produce it must first undergo
Each organization will pick 1 L i t e r a t u r e a n c l Classical Civil- He will be assisted by Pro-a period of maturation. Howas they placed first and third
fessor Notopolous and Proone
le memberr to
wil] Kporin
to nqrtirinnfn
participate ;,-. iZcltion will
QV + sumbegin M
next
in the 200 yard backstroke,
ever, in relation to the confessor
Davis.
the twist contest with a bevy of mer, Dean yogel announced.toand Rick Ashworth and Bob
version, of St- Paul, which he
young ladies imported for theday.
Hevner, not to be outdone,
-'
"
considered rapid, Professor
occasion. The . contest will be
gave the. Slaughtermen a one
Luce said that Plato's was
judged, according to Bennett, The program is designed to
and two eombinatiofl in the
more
gradual,
comparing
it
to
iurther
stutjy
i e i HlU(
0 r secby "noted
"noted twist
twist experts " provide
440 yard freestyle swim. Steve
ey
j
fy 1for
sec- (Continued from Page 1)
the
long
ascent
of
a
mountain
iiockton -then gave' the victors
Tners win be an entrance fee. j n d a t < y s c h ° o 1 L a t i n Teachers. Mars" incident, when a real- climber.
their f i f t h consectutive first
A mug donated by the Book
Degree candidates must eom- istic radio dramatization creatWas it a religious experiplace as he won the 200 yard
Store vvil! be awarded the win- pleta 30 semester hours of ed panic across the country
breastroke.
ner. Other gifts 'will come courses involving analytical in 1939. Of course, it was re- ence? Plato expresses a realifrom Trinity Drug.
and interpretive reading of vealed that the attack was the zation of divine_ grace, and, in
In the final evept ot the daj',
his mind, the conversion was
ai
uthors
Latin
courses in
in LaLathe
Mermen were disqualified
Chaplain J. Moulton Thomas ?
^ aauthors,
, courses
real
t
h
i
n
g
,
and
soon
Langundoubtedly a religious experitm
in the 40Q yard freestyle rerill open the "Chaplain's Clip!
hterature or Greek and Ro- borne's native Atlanta decided ence.will
Clip
lay as one of the Trin swimJoint" today at 1. The fcvo-dav man history and Classical to enter the war on the side
The most direct result of
mers failed to touch on the
civilization or linguistics. A 'of the Allies.
this change of outlook was the
relay.
comprehensive, exam will be
Other Trinity Heroes
founding of the Academy,
The Slaughtermen travel to
given in lieu of a thesis.
Worcester Tech on Wednesday,
Dr. Allan Hoey, chairman of • Time does not allow the full which actually a religious ceninvestigation
of
other
Trinity
!
Bill
Koretz
ter.
Here.
Plato
wrote
many
Dec. 13, for their final meet
the classics department of heroes. Dr. Mauch reading the
brilliant dialogues which drew
Record - Breaker
before the vacation period.
Sunday p a p e r at. ELmhuorst much of their style and great(111.) College, Mr. Hargrove ness from the conversion.
listening to pro football in Port
Later Attitudes
Washington, New Y o r k , Dr.
SPENO YOUR
Chapman riding in a car in Professor Luce concluded
HOLIDAYS
New Orleans, Mr. Cagle watch- with a summation of Plato's
ing a movie in Birmingham— attitude in later life. He grew
are but some of the circum- sadder in old age but con- Trinity's soccer coach Roy U n i v e r s i t y of Connecticut
IN THE WORLD'S
stances in which December 7, formed, more to religious as- Dath has been reappointed to squad was New England cham-n.
MOST EXCITING O F F 1941 found our faculty.
pects. He had attacks of dis- t h e Pan-American Olmypic pion in 1960, was appointed
Soccer Football Games Com- a new member of the commitOne final personality must illusionment and melancoly mittee,
fee this year.
be noted, however. It is rumor- which would normally result
The
•reappointment
for
the
The Committee is composed
in
a
loss
of
faith
but
which
ed that on the fateful day in
next four years places two of six college coaches, ten req u e s t i o n , campus martyr also brought Plato a religious
The werid's most famous yMCfl invites George F. Will had just finish- meaning. The, main objective Connecticut soccer coaches on presentatives , of the United
20-member c o m m i t t e e States Soccer Football Assoyou to its special holiday programs.
«IIY VIEWS ON
ed a blistering editorial blast- of Plato's philosophy, Pro- the
which will select the soccer ciation and f o u r representfessor
Luce
concluded,
was
to
ing the House Un-American
BERLIN"
Clean, comfortable and inexpenconvert the soul and bring it earn to represent the United atives from the armed forces.
Activities Committee for its
MS tc in lit 0 . Eisenhower
sive accommodations for young
to the essence of truth and States in the Pan-American Coach Dath was first apanti-Japanese
policies.
(Final
men and groups of all sizes are
This week Eisenhower speaks
ames in Brazil in 1963 and pointed to the Committee in
editor's note: the rumor about reality.
available.
his mind on the Berlin crisis.
the 1964 Olympic. games in 1957, the .year after his TrinThe
Moore'
Greek
lecture
Mr."Will
was
later
proved
unRates; $2.50-$2.60 single; $4.00Tokyo. Jack Squires, whose ity booters won the National
He tells why the Russians have
founded; 'the rumor that re- followed the initiation cere$4.20 double.
Championship. Dath's teams
stepped up the pressure.
money of Phi BeBta Kappa,
Write Residence Director for FoltiE: porter Watson was just dissince he became head coach
Whether, in his opinion, they
missed has been confirmed.) held earlier j in • the Senate
in 1952 have won 59 games,
will risk, nuclear ivan And how.
room. Seniors David F. Gaes,
lost 17 and tied five. His 1961
each of us can help stave off
WILLIAM'SLOANE
Roger
E.
Nelson,
and
David
Any student wishing- to resquad went 6-3, including a
nuclear tear. Read this iveek's
E.
Wilson
became
members
HOUSE Y.M.C.A.
main on the campus for all
victory o v e r Williams, the
The
fencing
team
opens
its
of the Beta Chapter of Phi
Saturday Evening Post,
1961
New England champions.
or
any
part
of
Christmas
vaseason
this
week
with
home
356 West 34th St. (nr Ninth Aye.)
cation should sign up in Dean Beta Kappa. President Hugh meets against C. W. Post and
Ma York, N.Y. Phone: OXford 5-5133
S.
Campbell
congratulated
the
JLacy's office no later than
(One Slock From Penn Station)
new members on their accom- Pace, both from the New York
noon December 15.
City area.
plishments.
Coach Ken Shaler is pleased The following representatives
the first meet is with Post be- will be on campus this week to
cause the almost-certain vic- interview undergraduates:
tory should give him the opDr. David Negirian of the
portunity to make substitution's Emory University M e d i c a l
early in the meet. This is only School on Monday.
the second year Post has had
Dean James C. Hormel of
fencing.
the University of Chicago Law
Pace is expected to provide School on Tuesday.
more competition. It has a Mr. Louis B. McCagg, Jr.,
highly-rated, experienced team Secretary, University of Pittsbut Coach Shaler is hopeful burgh Graduate Schoof of Pubfor a victory.
lic and International Affairs on
Friday.
Epee Strong Epee will be the strong wea- Appointments for interviews
pon this year, as it was last should be arranged through
winter. With Co-captain Bill the Placement Office.
Chase, Steve Yeaton, George
Tisdale, and Kirby Talley all
back this year, Trinity promises to boast one of the best
(Couttnuoa from Page 1)
Epee teams in the East.
Foil, lead b y Co-captain dent also reminded the houses
Andy Stewart, should be strong of their responsibilities in conbut smarting from the loss of ducting pledge training in line
Pete Wachtel to graduation. with College policy.
If sabre, weak s i s t e r last Dean Lacy stated his apyear, can shape up- this sea- proval Of worthwhile activities
son, the Trinity fencers should such'as facilitating Vernon St.
Must tomorrow's.travelers resort to hdwdahs and
have quite a successful year. snow removal by having
This is Ken Shaler's second pledges move back the fences
came! litters in order to get about? Not so, say
season
coaching for Trinity. in front of the houses. He
our Ford Motor Company scientists.
He is fencing director of the voiced his opinion of fraternities as "useful to the camWaterbury athletic club.
First—aside from the unlikely depletion of .our
The Post m e e t will take pus;" Lacy expressed doubt
natural sources of gasoline—the prospects for
place Wednesday. Pace will be that any better substitute for
here Saturday. No meet is the fraternity system could
higher-efficiency internal combustion engines^
scheduled with Clark for that be found.'
are excellent,
.
'
The Dean, however, urged
day, as the monthly calendar
the I.F.C. and the individual
erroneously reported.
Second, while gasoline still appears the best con-'
fraternities to assume greater
ceivsbie automotive fuel, our scientists are studyresponsibUity in matters iming the outlook for new energy sources for cars.
portant to the fraternity system. He warned of possible
Among Intriguing possibilities: new energy conCollege sanctions against individual houses continually
version systems ..using degraded fuels, or fuels
violating administration policy
synthesi?ed from low-cost-power produced by
on pledges procedure.
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Sankey Cuts Water

Coach Dath On Soccer
Games Committee Again

Fencers Open
On Wednesday

Placement
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FROM SEA TO SHINING SEA *
America is a great country. America1!? cities are full of houses.
America's forests are full of trees. America's rivers are full of
water. But it is not houses and trees and water that 'make
America great; it is curiosity—the constant; quest- to find
answers—the endless, restless "Why?" "Why?" "Why?". '
Therefore, when I was told that Marlboro was a top seller
at colleges from USC to Yale, I was not content merely to
accept this gratifying fact, I had to find out why.
I hied myself to campuses in every sector of this mighty land.
First, I went to the Ivy League—dressed, of course, in an
appropriate costume: a skull-and-bones in one hand, a, triangle
in the other, a mask-and-wig on any head, a hasty pudding in,
my chops. "Sir," I cried,, seizing an Ivy Leaguer by the lapels,
which is no menu task considering the narrowness of Ivy League
lapels, but, I, fortunately, happen to have little tiny hands; in
fact, I spent the last war working in a small arms plant where, I
am proud to say, I was awarded JI Navy "E" for excellence and
won many friends—"Sir," I cried, seizing an Ivy Leaguer l^r the
lapels, "how come Marlboro is your favorite filter cigarejte?''

Bennett.,..

nuclear fusion, Magneto-hydrodynamic generators and soiid-state thermoelectric and electrochemical converters offer other possibilities.
This is all part of a broad quest for fundamental
knowledge, earning Ford its place of leadership
inrcuoh scientific research and engineering.

Economy
Air Fores
California
Miami
Hawaii
Europe

35.00*
160.00*
130.15

Fares Each Wav nr Round
Trip *VHs Tsx

'Group Travel

MOTOR C O M P A N Y
The American Road, Dsarborn, Michigan
PRODUCTS FOR THB AMERICAN ROAB • THE FARM •
INDUSTRY • AND THE AGE OF SPACE

@R
B0MBSMELL?
Anne Bancroft earns over
$150,000 a'year— yet eats in
Times Square cafeterias. And
she's probably the only gal in
EoUywood to turn down a starring role opposite Frank Sinatra, Meet the star of "Miracle
Worker" in this week's Post.
Wt Saturday Etmujg

Steamship Tickets
and Cruises Everywhere
American Exaress CCards Honored

"I'm glad you asked that question, Shorty," he replied.
"Marlboro is my favorite filter cigarette because it is the fitter
cigarette with the unfiltered taste."
"Oh, tiifluk you, sir!" I cried and run poirthasto to several
campuses in the Big Ten, wearing, of course, the appropriate
costume: a plaid Mackinaw, billing boots, a Kodiak bear and
frost-bitten ears.
Spying an apple-cheeked young coed, I tugged my forelock
and said, "Excuse me, miss, but how come Marlboro is your
favorite filter cigarette?"
"I'm glad you asked that question, Shnrty," she replied.
"Marlboro is my favorite filter cigarette because theflavoris
flavorful, the flip-top boxflipsand the soft-pack is soft."
"Oh, thank you, apple-cheeked young coed," I cried and
bobbed a curtsey and sped as fast as my little fat legs would
carry me to several campuses in the Southwest, wearing, of
course, the appropriate costume: chaps, canteen, and several oil
leases. Spying a group of undergraduates singing "Strawberry
Roan," I removed my hat and said, "Excuse me, friends, but
why is Marlboro your favorite filter cigarette?"
"We areglad you asked that question, Shorty," they replied.
"Marlboro is our favorite, filter cigarette because we, native sons
and daughters of the wide open spaces, want a cigarette that ig
frank and forthright and honest. We want, in short, Marlboro,"
"Oh, thank you. all," I cried and, donning a'muu muu, I set
sail for Hawaii, because in Hawaii, as in every state where Old
Glory flies, Marlboro is the leading seller in flip-top box. On
campus, off campus, in all fifty states, wherever people smoke for
pleasure in this great laud of ours, you will find Marlboro.
i

© 1WH Max SUulraaa.
*

*

*

And you will ulso find another winner from the makers of
Marlboro—the king-size, unfiltered Philip Morris
Commander, made, hn a new process to bring, uau new
mildness. Have, a Commander. Welcome aboard.
985 Mairj St.,. Hartford
JA 2-1658 or CH 7-62S2
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Gladiator of the Gridiron

Sideline
Splinters
by steve perreault
There was a day when the Roman arenas resounded to the lusty cheers of loyal citizens as they
gathered to witness their fellow men fight each other
to the death. Sport they called it, although we might
Challenge their view by our modern standardsAll has long been quiet in Rome.
The resourceful American race has found a more
^humane substitute for the gladiatorial contests of two
thousand years ago. New York, Philadelphia, Chicago,
Cleveland, and other populous American cities have replaced Rome as the locales of battle- The rules of combat have undergone considerable change, the contestants have grown in number, the arena has assumed a new appearance—but the spectators still flock"
to the gates to share in the excitement.'
•.
Of course, we allude to professional football.
The performances are usually staged "en masse"
on the Sabbath in the aforementioned football capitals
of the United States-• The contestants are just as
proud and ferocious, and the cheers are equally as
lusty as those once heard in ancient Rome (just step
into the student lounge between two and four on Sunday afternoon) -
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Brndnberger
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o 4 quet held last Monday evenin Dick Shechtman, C l a w s o n was • the: principal - speaker at what Khrushchev promised
scored 13, and Jim Daily
him privately at Camp David.
25
s 58 j in Hamlin Hall, Mike Schulen- Smith, and Ted Syim.
the banquet, and delivered * j
countered 12. Daily also : scored Totals
another basket—witich was, Bailey scored accidental basket berg and John Pitcairn were In football, Schulenberg also very interesting talk on the j
elected captains of next year's was announced as the winner
unfortunately for the Engi- for Trinity.
football and soccer squads re- of the D a n Jessee Blocking evolution of . football d o w n ;
spectively. '
j Award, presented to the out- through the years to its pr«- j
..
'
standing lineman. Gold foot- sent status.. - - .
s
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r
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Schulenberg, ,. first
guard during the last two cam- balls w e n t to captain Ken
paigns, will be team leader of Cromwell, Bill Polk, and Ian
an eleven well stocked with Bennett, all of whom contribreturning lettermen and, in uted heavily to Trinity's . imparticular, many of his own proved 5-2-1 showing this, past
classmates.
. •
season.
Pitcairn,
who
replaced
all- Robert S. M o r r i s '16, life
DEC. 9—The Trinity fresh-, poured in three foul shots and American Alex Guild at center
man basketball team scored a field goal and Morisse con- forward this past season, was trustee of the college and of15 points in a row in the last tributed two field goals as the a major cog in the Bantams'
quarter to break open a tight Trinmen went on their 15 point offense throughout the year. 35
game, and went on to an im- tear to break the game wide [ Baird Morgan, co-captain of
ASYLUM ST.
pressive 75-55 win over the
this year's soccer squad, which
open.
Worcester Tech junior varsity,
6-3, received the Peter
The young Bantams showed finished
tonight.
S.
Fish
Most Valuable Player
vast improvement over their
The Bantams moved quickly last showing. The passing and Award, and sophomore Franto an early eight point lead, rebounding was better and the cis Jacobs received the Harold
which they maintained till scoring was more evenly dis- R. Shetter M o s t Improved
85
.
just before half time. Then tributed. Gish led all scorers Player Award.
Worcester scored a couple of with 23 points, while Swander
Grold Awards
SECONDS
quick buckets to narrow their had 16, Morisse 14, and Jaeger Gold soccer awards, given
deficit to 36-32. Trinity's Bill and Pete McCalmont, who for recognition of three years'
FROM
Gish and DanSwander put on played a fine all-around game, varsity service, were present.
MAIN
a display of accurate shooting eight apiece.
' ed to Doug Anderson, Bruce
in the half, each dropping in
12 points.
The third quarter saw the
frosh add three points to their
lead as Gish' sank several
beautiful hook shots and a
couple of long jumpers. With
the opening- of the fourth quarter, Worcester rallied tp narrow the gap to 53-51.
Jaeger And Morisse
Then backcourt playmaker
Corky Jaeger and center Bob
Morisse went to work. Jaeger
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Schulenberg, Pitcairn
Chosen Captains; Morris
Speaks At Fall Banquet
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Frosh Whip W.P.I.
ToWmFirst,75-55

t o i ALWAYS
MEET you IN
•.ALLTHE BEST
•.PLACES? .'

Roger LeClerc
A week ago Sunday, while Jim Taylor and his
fellow Packers ran roughshod over the New York
Giants before-a- good-size representation of the under
graduate^ student body in the television lounge, a former
Trinity gridiron great by the name of Roger LeClerc
was making headline jnews in another NFL contest.
LeClerc treated the hometown Chicago fans to quite
a display of place kicking as he booted five field goals
and accounted for all of the Bears' points in Chicago's
16-15 loss to the Detroit Lions. •'•
In his senior year at Trinity, LeClerc was probably the highest scoring center in the nation with two
touchdowns on runbacks of intercepted passes and 15
place kick conversions for 27 points. By way of comparison, this output was greater than that managed
by any member of this year's Bantam eleven. Pretty
good for an offensive center! His all-around talents
here at Trinity in 1959 earned him little Ail-American,
!A11-East, and All-New England honors as well as the
Maxwell award for being chosen the best small college
player in the East.
.
,
However, it wasn't until LeClerc got a crack at
the professional ranks that his many abilities were
fully recognized. He quickly justified his selection as
the Bears' number one draft choice by serving on the
Chicago defensive unit during the 1960 season. This
year, in addition to alternating between tackle and
linebacker on the regular defensive team, Roger has
taken over all the place kicking chores for the Chicago
elub.
SECOND IN POINT PRODUCTION
In twelve games to date (excluding yesterday's
meeting- with the Browns), the 6'3". 235 pound "sophoinore" has kicked 31 of 32 conversions and connected
on eight of IS field goal attempts for a total of 5fi
points. He is second only to end Mike Ditka credited
with 60 points, in the scoring department for the Bears.
Roger scored at least once in each quarter of the
Lions game, booting three-pointers from the 32, 30, 15.
and two from the 12- His five field goal feat equalled
a recently disputed NFL record sef by Ernie Nevers of
the Duluth Eskimos right here in Hartford way back
ih 1926. Incidentally, NeArers' kicking display is men: tioned in the January, issue of Sport, where his athletic
career is highlighted in the regular Hall of Fame selection.
Roman gladiators were seldom known as individuals; however, we at Trinity know Mr. LeClerc as
a most deserving young man through his many friends
both here at; school and in the Hartford area- And we
still recognize him by number 54 on his Chicago uniform. - -Yes, the same #54 that used to demoralize
opponents on Trinity Field»

XEBMIT BLOOMGARDEN

Waiter

Barbara

Totals

B F PT
10 2 22
3 2 8
1 0
2
5
5 15
2 3 7
8 0 16
0 0
0
1 0
2
1 0
2
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31 . 12 74

WI>I FROSH
Lamkau
Thorn
LaRue
Silarass
Koglsch
Geiger
Zettgrlund

Mes K

m m COOK MUNSHIN

BASEBALL
IS NOT
OUR NO. 1 SPORT!

POST

.FAYand MICHAaKAHIN
SCKWARTZ

Coring SMITH
Special Aifention is SCHOOL MAIL OftMRS

Mfln.--mofS.Eves.-58.6O, 7.50, 6.90, 5.75, 4.B0, 3.45, 2.30. Fri.-Saf. Eves.-$9.40
7.50, 6_S0, 5.75, 4.60, 3.45, 2.90. mt. Mats.-$4.80, 4.30, 4.05, 3.45, 2.S0.
Sat. Mats.-$5.40, 4.80, 4.30, 3.45, 2.90, Mai! orders promptly filled. Enclose selfaddressed stamped envelope with check or money order.

SHgBtiST Theatre, 225 WEST 44th STREET, N.Y. 36

Simple.. -Every'B.M.O.C.
knows Schlitz goes great
oh & date.
^ou s^aid a s t e in- fu 11!
DistinctiYely different
'flavor!
•Refreshingly different!
No wonder they pour me
so proudly!
Schlitz is in a class by
itself.
Schlitz keeps you busy,
too?
.Full time. That deep,
cool, kiss-of~the-hops
flavor. The most.
No other like it with
Meals.
Right! From pizza to
priae rib.
Well, see you around.
Roger! In-all the
best places 1

22 11 -55
oTtals
Score at half time 36-32, Trinity

So says the owner of the Washington Redskins. He lashes out
at baseball ("it's cooked").
Basketball ("the public doesn't
care"). Boxing ("doesn't even
deserve to be called a sport").
And, in this week's Post, he
tells ivhy football is tops. There's actually more

presents

HOWARD minitmm

TRINITY FROSH
: •"
Gish
McCamonl
Chappell
Morisse
."; Jaeger
Swander
Tomford
Williams . '
Stone

Trinity
Barber Shop
Finest in
Barbering Service
Two Expert Barbers

209Zion St.
'Below the Rocks'

rich-flavor leaf in L&M
than even in some unfiltered cigarettes. You
get more body in the
blend, more flavor in the
s m o k e , mo re t a s t e
through the filter. So expect more, get Lots More
from L&M, And remember—wjth.L&M's modern
filter, only pure white
touches your lips.

HERE'S HOW 102S STUDENTS
AT100 COLLEGES VOTED!
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Get with,the<a«^d Prix . . . Enter today, enter incessantl^i

tAGS/BUP
TO
THI I1IR THAT MADE MILWAUKfE FAMOUS
•

O1961 JM. StfSte tnrnn- Ct., Wlvttukte, Wis., BreoWjn, NX,
_ Uj**jilM.et!.,K«M« City, H9.,Timp«, fit.
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